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max eisenhardt earth 616 marvel database fandom - magneto has been devolved into an infant by alpha the ultimate
mutant and regrown by erik the red into a younger adult so that despite his much greater chronological age he appears still
to be a relatively young man auschwitz i d 24005 branded on his arm, 10 man made nanomaterials with futuristic
powers listverse - a simple liquid metal alloy formed from gallium iridium and tin can be electrically controlled to form
complex shapes or run laps in a petri dish to say it s like the robot villain from terminator 2 is not hyperbolic jing liu of
tsinghua university one of the researchers who worked on the project which was based in beijing china said the soft
machine looks rather intelligent and, peter parker earth 616 marvel database fandom - introducing spider man
encountering an ad offering a cash prize for staying in the ring for three minutes with professional wrestler joseph crusher
hogan peter decided this would be a good way to test his powers wearing a mask to avoid potential embarrassment in case
he lost the match peter easily defeated his opponent, bartholomew allen prime earth dc database fandom - barry allen is
the flash the fastest man alive using his super speed powers he taps into the speed force and becomes a costumed crime
fighter he is a founding member of the justice league when barry was a boy his parents relationship wasn t going well and
while he prepared to participate, genos onepunch man wiki fandom powered by wikia - genos jenosu is the
deuteragonist of one punch man he is a 19 year old cyborg and the disciple of saitama he is always aiming to become more
powerful and fights for justice under the hero association he is given the name demon cyborg oni saib gu and is the s class
rank 14, gura gura no mi one piece wiki fandom powered by wikia - the gura gura no mi is a paramecia type devil fruit
which allows the user to create vibrations or quakes making the user a tremor human shind ningen it was eaten by edward
whitebeard newgate but upon his death its power was stolen by marshall d blackbeard teach this fruit is
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